
Shoutouts 
I get 2,500 - 6,500 story views!

i do shout for shout (sfs) with
accounts with 6,000 followers and up!  

i offer paid shoutouts for accounts
with 6,000 followers and under!!! 

Paid shoutouts are $6 per person!

make sure to send me your shoutout photo
with anything you want to say already on

the photo!!! i won’t be typing anything out!!  



Payments

I require payment right away! If you don't pay right
away i will pass to the next person!

No holds ♥

If paying with cashapp, Please leave the description
blank !

Once you have paid, I will get you your shipping total
and have you fill out a form for shipping:)

 
as soon as it's filled out, your purchase is all set and

will be shipped out as soon as possible!!! :)

Venmo Cashapp Apple Pay Zelle Paypal

Payment methods include:



Shipping
Tracking will be available and sent to the email that you

provide! packages will update as soon as the post office scans
them! :)

Once i drop off your package and you've received tracking. 
I am not responsible for any lost, stolen, delayed or

damaged packages! 
 

Please make sure you accurately fill in your address and
information, If done incorrectly something could happen to

your package!

Due to the high number of orders per week, 
I only ship ONCE a week. (normally on friday)

 
Please be mindful of this when purchasing! if you need

something shipped in time for an event or date please let
me know and i will try to ship as soon as possible!

I am not resonsible if an item does not arrive on time due to the postal service! 



Policies
I do NOT offer refunds or returns unless the item has a

undisclosed damage, stain or rip etc!
 

i look over all inventory very closely, i try to include
details and photos if there is any flaws on an item! please
be sure to read the entirety of my posts prior to claiming!

PLEASE do not bid/claim any items that you do not have
the intentions or funds to pay for them! 

 
all backouts will result in blocking, being disqualified

from giveaways, or not being able to purchase in the
future.

 
this is a recurring issue and is no longer handled lightly

:(

shipping prices vary and change throughout the year,
Shipping prices COMPLETELY depend on where you live and
how much your package weighs. i can't control the price

of your package. ♥



Story Sale Rules
All items will have a question box to claim! you must say me

in the box to claim the item!  Please don't swipe up! Please
ask all questions in the box too!

I will come to you for shipping! I calculate shipping
dependent on your address and the weight of your item(s),

I do this so the shipping cost is 100% accurate!

DO NOT 
claim an item unless you are 100% sure and are ready to

pay immediately ♥
 

ask all questions before claiming, if you are underage
ask your parents BEFORE claiming!

 

Due to the high number of backouts, EVERYONE
who does so will be BLOCKED!

Venmo Cashapp Apple Pay Zelle Paypal

Payment methods include:



Story Sale Rules
All items will have a question box to claim! you must say

me in the box to claim the item!  Please don't swipe up!
Please ask all questions in the box too!

I will send you a shipping form after successful
payment. I calculate shipping based on your address
and the weight of your item(s) so that your shipping

cost is 100% accurate!

Due to the high number of backouts, EVERYONE
who does so will be BLOCKED !

ask all questions before claiming
if you are underage ask your parents BEFORE
claiming!
PLEASE do not claim an item unless you are 100%
sure and are ready to pay immediately ♥

Venmo Cashapp Apple Pay Zelle
Payment methods include:

Paypal


